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The Apollo A7LB Space Suit Boots which were used in 16 Extravehicular Activities (EVAs) have performed well 

over the course of 6 landing missions, but several opportunities for enhancement were identified throughout the 

course of the program.  NASA recently initiated the development of the eXploration Extravehicular Mobility Unit 

(xEMU), which includes a new space suit boot configuration intended to advance its performance beyond the 

Apollo configuration to enable a more robust lunar exploration for the Artemis Program. Performance 

enhancements, needed to support the xEMU’s, include improving crew stability and ergonomic flexibility 

while offering thermally protection as astronauts explore Permanently Shaded Regions (PSRs) which may 

reach 40°K. A novel Space Boot Sole System (SBSS) was developed to address xEMU boot requirements. It 

consists of an inner boot worn by the crew to comfortably conform to the foot, an outer boot sole which 

provides thermal isolation and desired flexural characteristics, as well as a coupling mechanism which firmly 

interfaces the two boots so that they act as a single unit. The SBSS is intended to be integrated into the boot 

assembly as it is developed. A set of prototypes were fabricated and tested with human subjects in a biomechanics 

lab at the University of Massachusetts Amherst to verify that the desired mobility and tactility were obtained.  The 

outer boot sole couples with an innovative spring system made of low-thermal-conductivity materials and thermal-

isolation techniques to keep the inner boot surface above the authorized 55° F touch temperature, while still 

maintaining the overall flexibility needed to support the frequent and lengthy EVAs. This combined system of 

methodology keeps the astronauts’ feet within 1.5 inches of the terrain so as to maintain ease of grounded walking 

stability. Although it was developed for integration into an xEMU boot, the technology may be adapted to other 

exploration configurations. 

Nomenclature 

A = Amplitude of oscillation 

CAD =  Computer Aided Design 

EMU = Extravehicular Mobility Unit 

EVA = Extra-Vehicular Activity 

FEA = Finite Element Analysis 

HIDH =   Human Integrated Design Handbook 

JSC = Johnson Space Center 

MOS-POS = Multi-Objective Parametric Optimization of Systems 

PSR = Permanently Shaded Region 

SBBS = Space Boot Binding System 

SBIR  = Small Business Innovative Research 

T = Temperature 

TRL = Technical Readiness Level 

UMass = University of Massachusetts 

xEMU = eXploration Extravehicular Mobility Unit 
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I. Introduction 

ASA Apollo Astronauts last set foot on the moon in 1972, the 

Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) was considered a tremendous 

success as crew members spent nearly 80 hours exploring the lunar 

surface. From that time forward NASA astronauts have spent their 

ExtraVehicular Activity (EVA) time floating in microgravity. This 

means that they are depending much less on their boots for translation.  

 

Thanks to the Extravehicular Mobility Unit current space suit being 

developed by NASA at JSC, the eXploration Extravehicular Mobility 

Unit (xEMU), is intended to allow expansive terrestrial exploration of 

the lunar and eventual Martian surfaces. This is a generational effort, 

and a complete suit is being redesigned; however, the focus here is 

regarding surface space boot development which will include its first 

major re-design effort in over 50 years. 

 

Apollo astronauts slid their feet into the lunar EMU boot (Fig.1) and 

used the external straps as shown in an effort to secure themselves to the outer boot. Although this method 

was used throughout the program, it became known that the astronauts’ feet slipped about within the boots 

and many experienced foot injuries. The instability that resulted from this movement made it difficult for 

them to walk and work on the moon or get up after they had lost their balance and fallen. The inefficiency 

also increased their metabolic load during lengthy lunar EVAs, thus further impacting their overall 

performance. 

In response to a NASA SBIR solicitation we developed a Space 

Boot Binding System (SBBS, Fig. 2) that is intended to be integrated 

into an exploration boot. Designed to mitigate the instability 

experienced during Apollo exploration and to allow the translational 

flexibility needed to traverse and work on the lunar surface. A set of 

prototypes, that “clicked’ astronauts’ inner boot to the outer boot, 

tested well and achieved a TRL of five. They were then delivered to 

NASA JSC in support of xEMU design efforts.  

Recent exploration indicates that water may exist within lunar 

Permanently Shaded Regions (PSRs) where surface temperatures are 

expected to be consistently at 40°K (-388°F). Exploring PSRs presents 

a new challenge to the boot system: it must thermally protect 

astronauts’ feet from this extreme temperature.  In response to this and 

other needs, an Outer Boot Sole System was developed (Fig. 3), to 

thermally isolate the astronauts’ feet from the cold surface, integrate the SBBS, and modify the inner boot 

as needed for integration. The xEMU Outer Boot is shown there as translucent.  
 

The sole system consists of four to five layers within the outer boot and a few layers within the inner boot; 

although, the inner boot layers will not be explored here, but will certainly be a part of the final system. 

The layered system was developed with the intent to keep the upper inner boot surface that contacts the 

crew above 55°F during PSR exploration. A central sole design challenge was a balance between thermal 

isolation and desired flexibility. In efforts to systematically develop a fully holistic design, the team 

N 

Figure 1.  Apollo Boots 

Figure 2. SBBS Prototype 
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developed a Multi-Objective Parametric Optimization of Systems MO-POS design tool. It was deployed 

during the SBBS design phase and was followed by a design comparative trade-study.  

 

II. The xEMU Outer Boot Sole System Technical Approach 

The Outer Boot Sole System includes an inner boot, outer boot 

sole, and a binding system that couples them together. The 

included components were developed in concert to satisfy all 

design criteria, supplying Artemis astronauts the stability and 

flexibility needed for exploration of the coldest lunar regions. This 

system, developed in compliance with the Human Integrated 

Design Handbook2, allows easy and predictable donning and 

doffing. To build an appropriate design space for the xEMU Outer 

Boot Sole System, the following driving requirements were 

developed: 

 

a. Integrate with x-EMU boot system assembly 
b. Meet human exploration materials criteria (e.g., 

flammability, off gassing etc.) 
c. Offer flexural properties needed for lunar exploration 
d. Secure the crew to the outer boot, enabling 8-hour Lunar EVA’s  
e. Maintain 55°F minimum surface temperature to crew for sustained contact 
f. Operate in a space vacuum when subjected to surface temperature between 40°K and 225°F 
g. Operate when exposed to the Lunar Gravitational Field- 16% of Earth’s gravity 
h. Must operate during full sun exposure  
i. Must operate during continued exposure to the darkness of space  

Each subsystem element and how it integrates into the overall system will now be discussed below: 

A. Space Boot Binding System  

The SBBS (Fig. 4) was developed for NASA as part of an SBIR under contract 80NSSC19C0460. It 

was recognized as a new technology and is under patent review. In response to a solicitation searching for 

methods to secure astronauts’ feet to their outer boot in efforts to enable lunar exploration the system design 

is like a ski binding configuration. It effectively removes the six degrees of freedom that include the x,y,z 

forces and associated moments about these axes. During the capture mode, while donning the outer boot, 

the crew slide the inner boot into a toe bar while two vertical SBBS pins (Fig. 5) slide into receiving 

Figure 4. Back view of 

binding system  

 

Dust Cover 

Figure 5. Inner view of 

binding system  
 

Latch 

Inner 
Boot 
Sole 

Figure 3. Outer Boot Sole System 

integrated into the outer boot 
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bushings within the Inner Boot heel. As the pins engage a spring-loaded latch captures the inner boot, and 

the inner boot toe slides into a receiving structure -Toe Bar- to restrict lateral movement between the boots.  

 

 During SBBS design phase, our team developed and implemented a Multi-Objective Parametric 

Optimization of Systems, The MO-POS process1 (MS-POS), (Fig. 6), to establish, accelerate, optimize, 

validate design models, and guide the physical testing of prototypes at each successive design iteration. 

MO-POS was introduced for SBBS development, is extendable to innovation and product design, and is 

applicable toward development of other products within the environmental and life support domain.  

 

 The MO-POS process includes comprehensive consideration of diverse interdisciplinary functional 

requirements, a single holistic formulation guided by subsystem boundary definitions, and potential 

parameterization of a single model for dynamic optimization of multi-physics phenomena. The process 

explored the potential design space of this product with intent to better integrate the system design and 

became a highly valuable aid used to pull the complete system into perspective.  

 

With these product requirements established, our team generated a set of functional requirements of 

the overall system. All functions and flows were then converted into standard classifications for each 

independent requirement. The subsystem boundaries were defined in such a way to model their 

performance in an applicable set of working principles with appropriate interfaces in compliance with the 

other subsystems. This effort identified unknown relationships, which assisted during the innovation 

phase as the team developed seven different conceptual solutions.  

Figure 6. MO-POS 

process flow chart  
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 This process assisted in establishing six different design objectives, and preference weights were 

assigned based on how important each impacted the eventual design selection. A trade study was then 

developed to compare the weighted design objectives against each of the design concepts.  The concepts 

were ranked, and the Heel Capture Step-In system scored highest as evidenced in Table 1 below. This 

comparison is not intended to deeply explore the different concepts that were studied, but it is included to 

illustrate the process that was employed to develop the binding system.  

 
 

 

Preference weight of 

design objectives,w i

Test metric [units]

Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst

0.25 3 2500 100 40 5 0.05 10 0.5 5 1 30

Utility value 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

Scoring formulation f1 u1 f2 u2 f3 u3 f4 u4 f5 u5 f6 u6

Design concepts:

Mechanical plate 

binding system
0.30 0.98 300 0.08 38 0.94 8 0.20 3 0.44 25 0.17 0.55

Bolt into heal w 

dynamic seal w 

redundant bolt

0.3 0.98 1800 0.71 16 0.31 5 0.50 4 0.22 25 0.17 0.54

Bolt into heal w 

dynamic seal w 

pressure barrier

0.3 0.98 1800 0.71 18 0.37 8 0.20 4 0.22 20 0.34 0.56

Pin latch at heal 1.5 0.55 250 0.06 35 0.86 0.07 1.00 1 0.89 15 0.52 0.60

Clip together at heal 1.8 0.44 300 0.08 35 0.86 0.3 0.97 0.7 0.96 14 0.55 0.58

Non-mechanical 

design with boot 

design focus

2.7 0.11 1700 0.67 38 0.94 0.05 1.00 0.6 0.98 1.5 0.98 0.69

Heal capture step in 

design
0.3 0.98 1500 0.58 35 0.86 4 0.60 1 0.89 15 0.52 0.76

Note: All utility value formulas assume risk neutral preferences on every criterion.  Adjust as needed.  

0.28

Design objectives

Foot, inner boot, and 

outer boot all move in 

phase with each other, per 

feasibility assessment

Reliability includes dust 

proof but excludes maintain 

pressure

Maintain 

pressure

Redundant 

release
Thermal insulatability

Ease of don and doff 

includes not tearing, 

clearance, and not 

snagging

Total score 

of design 

concept, U k

Best and worst values

Relative max foot 

displacement [inches]
MTBF [hours]

Time until loss 

[hours]

Time to do it 

[minutes]

Additional insulation 

volume required [cu 

in]

Combined time to do it 

[minutes]

0.20.10.10.170.15

 

Following selection of the heel capture step-in design, a linkage system was developed allowing release of 

the inner boot. The lever pulls the Latch (Fig.6) away from a catch on the heel of the inner boot as astronauts 

press about 1 lbf on the silicone dust cover (Fig. 5). The cover protects the linkage system from lunar dust 

and acts as a tertiary redundancy when coupled with the dynamic seals on the Latch shaft (Fig. 6) to 

maintain the xEMU pressure barrier.  
 

     To verify and validate the design, assembled prototypes were delivered for testing at the  

UMass Amherst Biomechanics Lab. The testing efforts were led by Dr. Joseph Hamill who recently 

published the 4th Edition of Biomechanical Basis of Human Movement and Related Human Locomotion3. 

He has focused on the research of human locomotion at UMass, with particular emphasis on running 

mechanics and the mechanical causes of cumulative micro-trauma.  He then went on to lead team 

Table 1: Scoring values for design decision formulation  
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discussion regarding that stiffness in any shoe- let alone a compound system like this- requires iterative 

build and test to achieve the desired combination of stiffness and flexibility. His insight was critical 

during the design phase of this project as he outlined the fundamental principles and associated scientific 

methodology needed to investigate human movement. Future advancements allowed the team to fully 

understand 1.), the sensitivity of the different features and modifications to those features regarding 

desired boot stability and flexibility, and 2.), how changes in the design impacts the test subject’s gait and 

translation efficiency. This knowledge coupled with the testing data became immensely helpful in 

developing the outer boot sole’s design to manage those parameters.   

 

 Testing was performed and reviewed to determine how well the SBBS capture/release mechanism 

functioned. We then tested a set of Phase I SBBS prototypes at a fully equipped biomechanics lab. Testing 

proved that the system securely captured the user’s foot and efficiently translated forces and moments from 

the user to the outer boot sole. Three different tests were performed four or five times each to establish an 

average performance. During the first test, the subject was barefoot.  During the second test, the subject 

wore only the inner boot, and during the last test, he wore the assembly shown in Figure 7. The test subject 

was fitted with spherical reflectors as he walked across a force measurement scale. Cameras within the 

biomechanics lab recorded hip, knee, calf, and ankle movements as a scale (the grey rectangle in the lower 

right corner of Fig. 7) recorded resultant forces. The system then calculated forces that the subject had 

exerted to walk while donning the three different configurations. 

The test results (Table 2) showcase deceleration forces 

exerted during the three different strides tested: The first peak 

(near 20% on the X-axis) illustrates the force as the subject’s heel 

touched down, and the second peak (near 80% on the X-axis) 

represents higher forces as the subject flexed the toe of the 

system. We found that the amount of the force- in Newtons- 

listed on the Y axis, changed very little during the three different 

tests. This implies that the system was highly efficient in 

coupling the two boots together, and that the user will exert very 

little extra force while walking upon the lunar surface. Since the 

full system shadows performance of the subject in bare feet, it 

was determined that the system had exceeded the expected 

system’s flexibility.  

  

 

Table 2. Test results of forces required to walk as user wore different boot combinations  

Figure 7. SBBS testing at UMass 
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B. The Inner Exploration Boot 

 The Inner Exploration Boot must fit snugly and work in 

concert with the Outer Boot to offer astronauts the appropriate 

stiffness, flexibility and comfort needed. It must also be 

lightweight and built of acceptable material regarding 

flammability and toxicity. Its sole must be of adequate structure 

to allow for integration of the binding mechanics outlined above, 

namely pin bushings and a latch catch. It must also be designed 

to pass through the 5.25” diameter Sealing Ring (Fig. 3), which 

seals/secures the boot to the xEMU Lower Leg Assembly. Due 

to this small entry, the Inner Boot must have minimal material 

wrap-stock that enables easy donning and doffing of the outer 

boot.   

An off-the-shelf boxing shoe (Fig. 8) surprisingly met most 

of the noted requirements and tested well. It has a small, wrap-

stock volume, excellent flexibility, and wonderful stability. The 

sole of the boxing shoe was designed for use against a padded 

matt, similar to the xEMU Space Boot System as it has the inner 

boot against an outer boot sole. The selected boxing shoe readily 

accepted the binding system geometry and allowed the user to 

feel very connected to the Outer Boot. 
 

 Modifications are expected to come to the boot uppers and 

sole to dial in the stiffness and flexibility as the system further 

improves and matures. The arch to heel Dimension ‘a’ (Fig. 8) 

was minimized in order to enable astronauts to don and doff the 

outer boot, most notably to ingress and egress through the sealing 

ring on the top of the Outer Boots. In efforts to accomplish this 

dimensional reduction, material was removed from the tongue, 

and a novel lacing approach was developed (Figure 9). Prototype 

testing indicated that these efforts may be adequate to allow 

proper outer boot don and doff; however, sliding through the Sealing Ring diameter does present a snug 

interface and may require further attention.  
 

 The Inner Exploration Boot does require further development regarding material selection and continued 

alignment with NASA requirements. NASA may require the inner boot to integrate a portion of the Liquid 

Cooling and Ventilation Garment (LCVG) around the crew members feet. Early thought includes flowing 

coolant water through the sole area to minimize the crew heat leak; although, preliminary thermal analysis, 

as discussed below, indicates that this may not be necessary. The analysis should be further developed, 

increasing its granularity, to allow enhanced thermal resistance optimization. 

Figure 9. Inner boot tongue and 

lacing modifications  

Figure 8. SBBS Inner Boot 

a 
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C. The Outer Boot Sole    

The Outer Boot Sole (Fig. 10) integrates the successfully tested SBBS 

configuration and the Inner Exploration Boot and addresses the 

remaining challenges which stem from planned exploration Permanently 

Shaded Regions (PSRs). Surface temperatures there are understood to 

remain at a constant 40° K as they have never felt the warmth of the sun.  

A significant challenge is to keep the astronaut’s feet warm during 

planned 2-hour PSR excursions while maintaining adequate flexural 

characteristics, traction and strength as crew members traverse from 

extremely cold to very hot surfaces.  

 

 The temperature delta between PSR and allowable crew contact 

surface temperatures is 435° F over about 1.5” thickness. That value was 

determined as the Army studied4 determined it the maximum allowable 

for the users to maintain adequate stability. The resultant Outer Boot 

Sole concept became a construction using many layers of varying 

materials and geometries as the thermal gradient developed, moving 

toward the crew’s feet, the challenge to material selection progressively reduced. With each subsequent 

layer different materials became viable. Some were chosen for strength and flexibility while others for their 

thermal insulation factors. Figure 11 illustrates the Outer Boot Sole integrated within the outer boot 

assembly which maintains the xEMU pressure barrier and includes soft goods and the Seal Ring. 

 Preliminary one-dimensional thermal analysis determined the varying material temperatures across the 

thermal gradient (Figure 11, Table 3) with associated heat loss. Astronaut heat loss was predicted as only 

5.29 watts per foot. Early research determined that Army soldiers, during similar metabolic load, could 

manage a loss of up to 11 watts per foot. 

 A CAD model (Figure 11) was developed with layers and features that varied in all directions to solve 

the competing problem of being adequately flexible as very cold surface temperatures caused non-metallic 

materials to stiffen. A structural Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was then developed to predict the flexibility 

of the material/geometry matrix (Table 4).  

 

 The case study was of a 200-pound crew member donning a 300-pound xEMU at a deceleration equaling 

10 G’s (a conservative estimate) as the astronaut impacted the lunar surface. This intends to represent the 

crew member finishing a stride as the toe area experiences its maximum deflection, similar to the second 

force peak as documented above (Table 2). 

Figure 10. Outer Boot Sole 

integrated into the outer boot 

Table 3. Heat Transfer between crew and 

PSR surfaces 

Figure 11. Outer Sole System with crew member 
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 The analysis predicted that the toe of the boot 

would deflect about 25 mm, or roughly an inch. 

The plan going forward is to advance this analysis 

and modify the different layers as needed to 

approximate the desired flexural characteristics.  

 

The Outer Boot Sole, constructed of the four 

layers discussed below, includes provisions that 

allow them to be stitched to the soft layers of the 

xEMU Boot. This approach should allow the suit 

designer to maintain the pressure barrier. Most 

crew induced loads will be translated directly from the Inner Exploration Boot via the SBBS to the Outer 

Boot Sole. Any loads translated to the Outer Boot Sole via the xEMU Boot uppers will be included within 

the stitched seam design analysis. 

 

The Outer Layer 
 

➢ Main Objective:  

 To create a foundation for the next generation’s terrestrial space suit boot that will insulate the crew 

from PSR surface temperatures while offering a stable and predictable boot foundation with desired 

flexural characteristics. 

 

➢ Concept:  

 The outer sole was treated as a simply supported, pin-ended beam. The outer sole thickness, h, 

became critical in determining overall flexural performance. Notice that the beam stress is reduced a 

square function of h, within Z, (Eq. 1) but more importantly the deflection (Eq. 2) is a function of h 

cubed as listed within the Moment of Inertia (I).  
 

Maximum beam stress5 due to a bending moment (Eq. 1) where fb is the bending 

stress, M the bending moment and Z the beam section modulus (for a rectangular 

cross section, Z = bh2 /6).  

 

Deflection5 (Eq. 2) where δ is deflection, W total beam load, L beam span, kb and 

ks are constants dependent upon beam loading, support conditions, I beam moment 

of inertia (bh3/12), A′ modified beam area, E Youngs modulus of elasticity and G 

beam shear modulus 

 

 Based on this theory, the Outer Layer sole thickness, h, was minimized to offer crew members a 

comfortable stride. To add strength back to the Outer Layer a set of simply supported springs were added 

to a Support Layer. The design intent is to allow the outer sole layer (Fig. 12) to deflect about .100” 

before contacting the support springs. Once the deflection exceeds this value (during higher deceleration 

loads) the springs support the Outer Sole Layer, as stress follows stiffness, and stress to the Outer Sole 

becomes limited to an acceptable level. The supporting spring, designed to absorb induced loads, is 

discussed further in the next layer section.  

 

 To support the biomechanical tendency of the human foot to move with independence and freedom 

a hinge was added between the toe and heal section (Fig. 12). This feature reduces the beams moment 

of inertia in that area, thus increasing its deflection which enables the crew members feed the desired 

Equation 1 

Equation 2 

Table 4. Outer Boot Sole deflection during stride   
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motion independence enhancing the bending deflection under the arch of the astronaut’s foot. Much 

consideration was given to designing this layer as metallic, related stiffness and thermal conduction 

properties encouraged selection of a thermoplastic. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

➢ Material: 

 A thorough research of non-metallic, cryogenic materials that 

fit within NASA material standards was performed. Selected 

materials were traded based on how well they maintained their 

modulus of elasticity, thermal conductance resistance, impact 

toughness, flammability, and toxicity properties at both extreme 

temperatures. Teflon® (PFTE) was chosen as the outer sole 

material since it can withstand PSR temperatures and has a Youngs 

Modulus much lower than metals. Unfortunately, the Teflon’s 

modulus of elasticity increases notably as temperatures drop 

(Table 5)6, but as most materials, its allowable Yield Strength 

increases along with its elasticity (Table 6). 

  

To develop desired flexural properties between this layer and the Support Layer, a more complex FEA 

structural analysis will be performed in an effort to enhance the deflection characteristics and reflect 

knowledge gained from the Outer Boot Sole testing.  
 

The Support Layer 

 

➢ Main Objective:  

To support the Outer Layer and increase the contact area in order 

to reduce the compressive-related stress to the Insulation Layer. 

 

➢ Concept:  

     The supporting layer was developed to offer the outer sole 

support by structural loads incurred to the Insulation Layer. The 

central intent is to allow the outer sole to be as thin as possible, 

enhancing its flexural characteristics. As the Outer Layer deflects 

about .100”, it will begin to press against the springs which then 

begin to react to any induced loads. The springs slide in and out of 

diameters machined into the support frame allowing greater deflection as they are simply supported.  

Figure 12. The Outer Layer 

Table 5. Teflon® Modulus of Elasticity 

at different temperatures 

Table 6. Teflon® Yield Strength 

at various temperatures 
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Groves in the Outer Layer (Figure 12) maintain the 

simply-supported springs orientation.  The Support Layer 

(Figure 13) consists of a toe and heel piece. The surface 

that interfaces with the Insulation Layer is roughly twice 

the area of the surface that abuts the Outer Layer. The 

approach reduces compressive stress against the 

insulation by a half.   
   

➢ Materials: 

 The frame material may be fabricated from Roulon J®, 

which is a PTFE-based material reinforced with 

proprietary compounds. Its allowable surface 

temperature exceeds that expected for this application 

and offers increased toughness over Teflon®, most 

notably its resistance to abrasion that may occur as the 

springs slide in and out during crew translation. The 

current spring material is Austenitic Stainless Steel 304 

due to its applicability for the expected minimum 

service temperatures 
 

The Insulating Layer 
 

➢ Main Objective:  

 To supply thermal resistance that allows the 

astronauts to work on surface temperatures as low as 40° 

K.  

 

➢ Concept: 

 Conductive heat transfer, between astronauts and the 

lunar surface, passes through the Insulation Layer (Figure 14) as shown assembled to the Outer Layer 

and the Support Layer. Revolutionary material development allows this layer to reduce overall heat 

transfer to 5.29 watts per foot and has needed structural integrity 

to withstand crew induced compressive loads. Future work may 

include a thermal radiation shield, as studies dictate, to further 

increase thermal resistance, 

 

➢ Materials: 

 Aerogel is a synthetic porous ultralight material derived from 

a gel, in which the liquid component for the gel has been replaced 

with a gas without significant collapse of the gel structure6. 

Researchers at NASA Glenn Research Center have successfully 

worked with industrial partners to continually advance Aerogel 

development. The Airloy x60 series (Table 7), developed by 

Aerogel Technologies®, is a polymer-crosslinked vanadia 

aerogel developed for ballistics applications. This material offers 

extremely low thermal conductivity while maintaining 

considerable compressive strength, presenting an ideal Insulating 

Layer material for this application. 

 

 

Figure 13. Support Layer with integrated 

springs 

Figure 14. Insulating Layer 

Table 7. Airloy x60 properties 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultralight_material
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas
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The Top Layer 
 

➢ Main Objective:  

 To effectively translate crew and terrestrial induce loads to and from the astronauts’ inner boot while 

taking advantage of added thermal resistance to protect the crew from PSR temperatures. 

 

➢ Concept:  

 To produce a footbed pad (Fig. 3) to perform the main objectives. The current thought is to design a 

frame around the periphery of the footbed that matches the shape of the Insulation Layer, offering a 

smooth translation of structural loads.  

 

➢ Materials: 

Footbed may be a rubber compound, selected with regard to the expected temperature range and the 

supporting frame might be made of Roulon and bonded or stiched to the compound rubber. 
 
Conclusion 

 

The Outer Boot Sole System is a collection of artfully arranged boot elements, including the Inner 

Exploration Boot, Space Boot Binding System and Outer Boot Sole. The intent is to stitch this assembly to 

the xEMU Outer Boot and addresses three main needs. It secures the crew member to the outer boot, 

thermally isolates them from frigid terrestrial surfaces and allows them the flexibility they need to work 

and walk on the moon. The configuration was designed with the intent to allow an easy integration into 

space boots as they evolve to enable manned exploration of foreign terrestrial bodies, such as the moon and 

Mars. Outer Boot Sole elements allow Proof-of-Concept prototype and test to quantify the overall flexural 

charactaristics, after further thermal analysis are completed. 
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